
Study plan for master's degree

Dear Sirs,Madams,

Academic background.Allow me to start my word from that my secondary 

school. So when I finished primary school, my hope was to become engineer 

because I saw this idea suitable for me, then I decided to registered in 

vocational institute in department of electronic control system, the period was 

three years equalized high school, I was clever student in my studying and 

analysis electronic circuits and known the functions of an electronic 

components circuit, I graduated in year 2007 ,and this was first my goal that I 

felt achieved.After that I decided to continue my learning to get more 

information and expand my knowledge in field of engineering.

I have successfully completed my bahelor degreewhich named 

"Telecommunication Engineering Technology" from the best technological 

institute called Higher Professional Education "HPE" in my homeland, I 

graduated Feb 2012, I have studied sixteen semesters or block which included 

of the most subjects in telecommunication such as wired &wireless network, 

planning, fibers,searching & comm skills and more other.

Through bachelor studies I gained more information and knowledge,also I 

got "A" for final graduated project, its named 'yemen university's network 

design' this project discused and focused in idea of one database for all 

universitirs in Yemen, same that recenlly found in most countries in the 

world,and I used packet tracer as simulation program ,through this project I 

compined between the knowledge of bachelor and cisco training such as 

addressing networks, security and monitoring etc.



After I finished my bachelor's degree, I went to work ,so I got a specific 

work as engineer for computer and configuration LAN network for some 

restaurants and internet caffees, then in Sep 2013, I employed in NATCO 

technology company as network engineer for one year then converted to 

Automatic Teller Machines"ATM" department from January 2014 to Sep 

2016 ,I was the best engineer because that my ability to solving 

difficult problems and dealing with configuration and repair of the ATM 

machines for all banks in sana'a -Yemen, I gained more experience to 

analysis causes of problems and solutions steps ,additional experience that 

I get it form some training work.

My personality.By fact,I am socially active person with friendly nature, a good 

communicator indeed who is blessed with many friends, l keep a keen view to 

the reality of life thus approach people with positive mind and attitude and 

always prove to be helpful with honest efforts and true dedicated. Besides 

that I always feel very joyous and fortunate to meet and greet people 

belonging to different backgrounds and cultures.As such meetings are always 

important because they prove to beneficial in future also it makes things easy 

to come whether one works or studies in this own country or outside the 

country.

I have always shown willingness and keen interest in my existing and new 

subject matter.Along with that academic skills have been an important 

consideration to me and I have a good understanding of them.I am interested 

in education and literature studies in communication engineering in your 

university because one has a greater chance to explore a variety of 

subjects.Also it will polished my academic skills and will provide me 

opportunity to develop skills in the area of engineering exactly in 

communication engineering that can applied in many different situations.this 

is a turning point of my advance career and I want to give it a great start and



in that case I think studying abroad a very good choice.

Reasons to study aboard.This is one of the most important aspects of my

preference of choosing study aboard because I love know about new cultures

and to get more understanding knowledge in my major ,so I am applying for

the same and I believe this Master's program in communication technology

would polish my skills more and would enable me to get start PhD,another

reason for choosing study aboard is that I want to become teacher in my

homeland in any one university, some students who have studied outside

Yemen universities are very successful in finding jobs in Yemen in top level

companies this another reason.Also master degree not found in Yemen,

another reason that my position financial.

My study plan in China. I would like to apply for the Master's Degree in

communication engineering, which my major in bachelor also the desired

program for my career and my future prospect.

My studying plan in China is also so simple. At first I want to study Chinese

language as a second language. And because I live Chinese language, I hope

that I would be able to speak Chinese very well like one of Chinese people,

and be the best one of foreign students who speak Chinese language.Chinese

language will help me to make my life in China so easy and to be able to

communicate with others. It also help me at university I mean when I start

studying my major. Then I will start studying my major is communication

engineering . .

My decision to pursue my master's course in communication engineering

field in your university is evidently supported the sheer number of research

work carried out, Higher number of professors and research assistants in your

university. I choose this field because it harmonizes with my skills and looking

to expand my knowledge in communication engoneering , this will give me

opportunity to mor improve my education ,also an excellent rating for



teaching of communication technologies for university in my homeland.

I would like to gain deeper theoretical and practical knowledge in starting

and managing most innovative projects. During my studies, with great hidden

abilities in myself I will try to come up with the best of everything; to

accompany the professors and university colleagues in carrying out research

and exploring for immense exciting environment work, in the field of

telecommunication engineering technology . After completion of my master’s

studies I hope to be able to take part in maximizing my country’s research

technology in such fields to benefit its economy and enhance the living

standards of my compatriots.I believe that this Masters Program will provide

me with the chance to get to know with telecommunication systems,New

generations,signal processing, antennas, security, and practical knowledge. I

hope that I can gain more experience in dealing with situations,

peoples,systems and demands which will be of a great help in my future

career.For that I'm looking to get opportunity to continuous my master degree

in communication engineering in your university

Reasons to study in China. I want to go to china to study. Someone maybe

ask me why you choose china as country to study?, my answer is so simple

because I want to get the benefit from development which China performed.

The China everyday going to become at first list among the other countries in

the world and become more competitive in every field, China as a successful

example for other third world or developed countries.The fast growing

economy, technological advancement and the global ranking education

institutes of China with high reputation makes a great a spiration to the

students and professionals for the better career perspectives. China as my

second homeland,also my family fully supports my choice for China being my

preference for graduate studies,. china is the best country in my mind, so l like

Chinese language, culture, Chinese people, and everything in China. I know a



lot about China, like Chinese history and Chinese culture.

All these reasons put to gether make China an ideal place for me to do my 

Masters degree.Concluding it, with high hopes I believe this application will 

receive your favourable consideration and I will be happy to provide any 

additional information you may need.

Really I have more pleasure to get the master degree in information and 

communication egineering. I am grateful for considering my application and I 

look forward to acceptance and to a favorable reply.

Sincerely,

Name: Khalil Abdulwahab Ali Sale


